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1

Introduction

The IoT domain comprises several different governance models, which are often incompatible, this leads to a
situation where security is treated on a per-case and per-legislation basis, retro-fitting solutions to existing
designs, and this severely hampers portability, interoperability, and deployment. In our vision of the Internet
of Things, the interoperability of solutions at the communication level, as well as at the service level, has to be
ensured across various platforms. This motivates, first, adopting a Reference Model for the BRAIN-IoT domain
in order to promote a common understanding and a common ground for IoT solutions. Second, solutions
should be supported by BRAIN-IoT Reference Architecture that describes essential building blocks regarding
functionality, deployment, and security. The reference architecture proposed in this document relies on the
technology supported by our BRAIN-IoT partners such as PAREMUS, CEA, and, Airbus.

1.1

Summary of updates

The novel technical contributions with respect to the previous deliverable D2.2 are contained in the following
sections:
▪

Section 2.1 describes the methodology of BRAIN-IoT platform requirements engineering.

▪

Section 2.2 provides a mechanism to manage the requirements using the VOLERE approach.

▪

In Section 2.5 and Section 2.6, industrial partners use the VOLERE approach to express their functional
and non-functional requirements.
The IoT reference model (see Section 4.1) provides the highest abstraction level for the definition of

▪

the BRAIN-IoT architectural reference model. It promotes a common understanding of the IoT domain
(D2.4).
The IoT reference architecture is the reference for building compliant BRAIN-IoT architectures (see

▪

Section 4.1). It provides views (Functional in section 4.1, Development section 4.2, and Deployment
Section 4.3) and perspectives (Section 4.4) on different architectural aspects that are of concern to
stakeholders of the IoT.
1.2

Related documents
ID
[RD.1]
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2

Refinement and Prioritizing of Use Case Requirements

The elicitation of the requirements as one of the most important parts of the System Life Cycle Processes must
be tackled with extreme care since many systems fail due to wrong or inefficient elicitation practices.
The requirement elicitation is a process to discover the stakeholders’ needs and the system needs, then collect
the relative requirements. It addresses many problems such as user involvement and perfect document. Wrong
or missing requirements lead to a different system than expected, unreliable, or more expensive than
alternative solutions. The quality of the requirements phase affects the overall quality of the entire software
production cycle and therefore, the produced platform. Thus, it is essential to write a right and precise
Requirements Specification clearly and correctly.
For all the reasons, it is worth mentioning that requirements should be managed throughout the project
lifecycle. In section 2.1, it introduces the requirements engineering methodology used in BRAIN-IoT. Section
2.2 illustrates the updated requirements management approach applied in the second iteration. Section 2.3
presents a tool which supports the requirements management. Moreover, the requirements related to the use
case and BRAIN-IoT system are showed severalty in section 2.5. Finally, we analyzed the requirements in section
2.7.
2.1

Methodology for requirements engineering

In BRAIN-IoT project, an iterative approach to elicit and assess the requirements over the project duration has
been defined for both platform requirements collecting and use case requirements collecting.

2.1.1 The methodology of BRAIN-IoT platform requirements engineering
The first phase is one of the main objects of deliverable D2.2, which aims to provide the definition of the
methodologies for identifying the stakeholders and elicit the requirements. In this phase, the activities have
been focused on the tools for the recovery of information, such as: the study of the literature, the definition of
a first set of requirements through the Document of Agreement, consortium discussion for requirements
generation by the internal technology providers, and interviews with the use case domain expert.
In the second phase, the requirements previously defined will be consolidated through investigation of the
related techniques and organization of the events, including the meeting and discussing with the external
stakeholders. Meanwhile, we applied an updated approach to manage the requirements more efficiently and
clearly, which is detailed in section 2.2.
In the third phase, the requirements will be validated by using the project prototypes, and there will be
continuous involvement of the identified external stakeholders to access requirements. When the first version
of the prototypes are available, we will exploit these prototypes to study and use the feedback from the first
prototype tests by using the use cases and architectural and system specification, in this way, it will avoid some
problems in the last phase of the system implementation, deployment and validation.
Following the iterative process for the requirements definition and system specification already defined in the
previous paragraph, in the definition of the techniques for gathering and engineering
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interactions with other project tasks and WPs were always taken into consideration. The relationship is shown
in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Relation between requirements and WPs

This kind of approach will allow us to move from the problem domain, represented by the user needs that will
be discovered in this Task, to a definition of a system that will constitute the solution domain, represented by
the features of the system and the software requirements that will drive its design and implementation. The
iterative approach also allows us to do so in a logical, stepwise fashion, making sure to understand the problem
and the user's needs before we envision or define the solution. This road map, along with its important
distinctions, will be necessary for the subsequent tasks of the project. Our requirements are mainly including
two types of requirements: system requirements and user requirements. We use two questions to precisely
defined these two sets of requirements.
•

What do users need the system to do?” a consolidated set of User Requirements useful for the
definition of System Requirements;

•

“What does the system need to do?” a consolidated set of System Requirements.

Focusing on the aims of this deliverable, the practical activities for electing the requirements, as shown in Figure
2.
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Figure 2 Requirement elicitation technique

2.1.2 The methodology of Critical Water infrastructure and Service Robotics requirements
engineering
The method to collect the requirements involved different lines of action following the next procedure:
1.

Study of bibliography.

2.

Technical reviews of the system.

3.

Review of the Use Cases.

4.

Review external stakeholders.

5.

Meetings with Software developers.

6.

Meetings with Hardware developers

Firstly, a study about IoT technologies was performed, to get general requirements about how some IoT
systems could work. With a global list of requirements, there was a second phase, a technical review of the
systems that are implanted in the water Use Cases, to get some possible requirements in the context of the
BRAIN-IoT project. To be able to collect requirements, there were different meetings with the departments that
are involved in the activities and tasks.
In the case of EMALCSA, the departments involved in such meetings where the innovation department, the
water network department, and the Telva staff. The meetings were functional and technical reviews of different
elements of the architecture and functionality. In this phase, the knowledge acquired from the previous phases
also was used to define or to update some requirements. For the fourth phase, there were meetings with some
external stakeholders, like the University of Coruña in the water management use cases. The meetings were
encouraged and led by the Research and Development (RD) department of Emalcsa.
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The fifth and sixth phases consisted of separate meetings with the managers of the departments involved in
the SW development of SICA and the HW development of devices as the W2RTU. The first action, meetings
with the manager of SW developer, was carried on to collect requirements related, mainly, to the management
platforms like SICA. Also, during these meetings, it was done a review and update of the requirements collected
from the previous phases. Some of them were re-defined, others added, and some of them deleted. The second
action of meetings was performed as the previous one. These reviews were performed with the manager of
the HW developers of Tecdesoft, the company that provides some control devices to the EMALCSA
infrastructure as gateways. The meetings were focused on the collection of some requirements related to the
remote stations as W2RTU and sensors, and also a review of some requirements related to devices collected
previously during the first phases.
In the case of Robotnik, the departments involved were the R&D department and the Engineering department.
In the meetings, different functional aspects about the possible communication with the BRAIN-IoT platform
and architecture were discussed. With this phase, it was possible to focus on and update the previous
requirements.
The fifth phase in Robotnik was done by getting in touch with the Software developers in the company focused
on Network and REST communication and reviewing the requirements list provided. The sixth phase was
similar, and the engineering department of the company validated the requirements list, and a possible
scenario where tests could be performed.

2.2

Requirements Management Automation

BRAIN-IoT is using the Volere Requirements approach described by Robertson and Robertson (cf. Ref. [1] [2]
[3]). Volere is a proven and widely used general-purpose approach to requirements elicitation, including both
the process of eliciting requirements as well as the format for representing them. Section 2.2.1 provides an
overview of key elements of the Volere approach. In particular, subsection 2.2.3 provides descriptions of the
content and motivation for Volere requirement types used in BRAIN-IoT.
To suit the particular needs of an international research project, we have integrated adapted elements of the
Volere approach into the BRAIN-IoT design approach. Relevant details on this adaptation and integration are
described in the following sections.

2.2.1 Volere Requirements Approach
The Volere requirements approach is described by Robertson and Robertson (cf. Ref. [1] [2]). There is a website
dedicated to the Volere approach as well: http://www.volere.co.uk/ . One of the various resources available on
this site is the “Volere Requirements Specification Template” (cf. Ref [3]).
The Volere approach defines 27 sections for requirements specification. Each of these sections contains one or
more subsections. Altogether Volere defines almost 100 subsections for a complete Volere requirements
specification. Out of these, 33 subsections correspond to different types of requirements. The other subsections
correspond to other, auxiliary information, such as use-cases.
The 33 requirement types share the same representation format, which is called the “Requirements Shell”. This
format is further explained in subsection 2.2.1.1. The Volere approach also defines a process model for the
entire requirements process. This process model is further explained in subsection 2.2.2.
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2.2.1.1

Requirement Shell

Figure 3 reproduces the generic Volere “Requirements Shell” by Robertson and Robertson (cf. Ref. [3]). While
the “Requirements Shell” mimics an index card, it is meant as the definition of a representational format that
should be used with appropriate technical support for authoring requirements.
The specific technical support adopted in BRAIN-IoT is described in the subsections. Because of this support
and also because of several adaptations of Volere for this project, the requirement shell used in BRAIN-IoT
slightly differs from the generic one.

Figure 3 The Volere “Requirements Shell” for representing atomic requirements [3]

Figure 3 shows the Volere requirement shell with the description of its various attributes. As mentioned
previously, we have adopted an altered version of Volere Requirements Shell in the requirements engineering
process for BRAIN-IoT.
For BRAIN-IoT requirements management, the following attributes are included in the requirement shell:
•

Requirement ID
- A unique identifier for each requirement.

•

Requirement Description
- One sentence statement describing the intention of the requirement.

•

Rationale
- A justification of the requirement.

•

Fit Criterion
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- A measurement of the requirement such that it is possible to test if the solution matches the
original requirement.
•

Source
- A reference from where this requirement has been gathered, e.g., DoA, DY.X, Coruna Meeting, WPX
Telco, etc.

•

Dependencies
- A list of other requirements that have some dependency on this one - if any.

•

Conflicts
- Other requirements that cannot be implemented if this one is - if any.

•

Requirement Type
- The type of the requirement (i.e., FUNCTIONAL, NON-FUNCTIONAL, or DESIGN CONSTRAINT).

•

Priority
- The relative importance of the requirement from 1 to 4 (i.e., URGENT, HIGH, MEDIUM, or LOW).

•

Component
- The component of the BRAIN-IoT architecture which needs the requirement.

•

Responsible
- The person who the requirement has been assigned to.

2.2.2 Volere Process Model
The Volere process model comprehensively describes the various stages, actors, and artefacts that comprise
the dynamic execution of the Volere approach. This section provides an overview of this process model.
Each of the numbered process steps can be expanded further, illustrating that the overall Volere process model
is rather comprehensive and can become relatively complex to carry out. Depending on the size of the project,
the different steps can be carried out with greater or smaller detail and several iterations, allowing the process
to be scaled to the respective needs and available resources. Four steps merit further discussion.
First, “Prototype the Requirements” addresses the important aspect that it is often very difficult to define a
fixed set of requirements for implementation. Especially for innovative products this is because
•

requirements are often difficult to describe precisely

•

requirements are often difficult to assess with respect to their relative merit

•

requirements that conflict is often difficult to balance

To address these challenges, BRAIN-IoT aims to make systematic use of prototyping techniques (cf. Ref. [4])
during the project work.
Second, “Taking Stock of the Specification” addresses the equally important aspect that requirements do not
exist alone but always have to be understood in the context of the other requirements that have been defined
for the given design. That is to say that the requirements process does not end with

authoring individual

requirements. In-Depth analysis of the growing set of requirements throughout the requirements process and
continued refinement of the requirements (cf. Ref [5]) is paramount to achieving a high-quality specification.
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Third, the “Quality Gateway” addresses the likewise important aspect that requirements can have largely
varying quality. This includes both the completeness of the requirement shell as described in subsection 2.2.1.1
as well as the quality of each field. The Volere approach recommends an explicit “Quality Gateway” that each
requirement has to pass before it can become part of the specification.
Moreover, we employ a specific shema for formulating the system needs:
The [Component] shall [implement/provide/do] [something] so that [motivation].

2.2.3 Volere Requirement Types used in BRAIN-IoT
According to the Volere methodology, all information that is part of the requirements specification is viewed
as belonging to a particular type. This classification should ease the use of the existing requirements and the
coordination between the different experts working on the same project. In the following Volere requirement
types for BRAIN-IoT are listed.
Project Constraints
It is the restriction that defines a project’s limitations; There are three most significant project constraints.
Time: What is the deadline for delivering the output?
Scope: What exactly is the expected outcome?
Cost: How much money is available to achieve this outcome?
Functional Requirements
It mainly specifies something the system should do, more specifically, the behavior or function, for example:
“Display the name, total size, available space, and format of a flash drive connected to the USB port.”
Non-functional Requirements
It essentially specifies how the system should behave and that it is a constraint upon the system behavior. One
could also think of non-functional requirements as to quality attributes of a system.
Some typical non-functional requirements are:
Performance, Scalability, Capacity, Availability, Reliability, Recoverability, Maintainability, Serviceability,
Security, Regulatory, Manageability, Environmental, Data Integrity, Usability, Interoperability
Project Issues
Tasks are used to keep track of the implementation process within one requirement.

2.3

BRAIN-IoT Requirement Management Tool

For the creation and management of information elements of a design process, several different approaches
have been suggested by Stufflebeam et al. [6] and Penna et al. [7]. In the authors’ experience, most tools that
go beyond Microsoft Word and Excel have little prospect of being used on a broad basis among a
heterogeneous group of partners in international R&D projects. While MS Word and Excel are certainly
adequate for representing a set of user needs or requirements, they have not proven effective in sustainably
supporting a continuous and iterative design process.
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In the interest of providing other means to reach this objective, we use GitLab Issue Tracker to record, track,
and manage elicited requirements. GitLab uses the issue paradigm, which is generally known from bug-tracking
and customer-support systems. This paradigm provides a flexible and most importantly, light-weight way of
creating and managing information items and assigning responsibilities.
The BRAIN-IoT GitLab project space can be found at the following address and is hosted by LINKS:
https://git.repository-pert.ismb.it/BRAIN-IoT/requirements-management
The creation dialogue for requirement creation in GitLab is shown in Figure 4 when we create a new issue.
From there, we can select the “volere_template” from the “choose a template menu. Then, the predefined
attributes can be filled by following each discerption.

Figure 4 Screenshot of the Technical Requirements creation dialogue in BRAIN-IoT
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We can insert a task list along with reference to the corresponding requirement IS under Dependencies
attribute, Click on «Add a Task List» button on the upper-right corner of the Requirement window (see below):

Press # key and look up for the relevant dependency from the menu (see below):

There are some other options we can use to support the volere requirement attributes defined in BRAIN-IoT
(see below):

It can assign the requirement to a person using the assignee menu and select one label from the "Labels" menu
for each of the following categories:
- Type: requirement type (i.e. FUNCTIONAL, NON-FUNCTIONAL or DESIGN CONSTRAINT);
- Priority: importance level (i.e., From 1 to 4 - URGENT, HIGH, MEDIUM or LOW);
- Component: component of the BRAIN-IoT architecture which the Requirement is referred to;
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- WP: the WP number.
- Use Case: use case identifier. The format is UC_<USE_CASE_PROVIDER>_<NUMBER>.
Furthermore, it is also able to assign the requirement to a milestone using the Milestone menu to establish
which Requirement to implement in different BRAIN-IoT Platform releases:
•

v1.0 by M18 (June 30th, 2019)

•

v2.0 by M24 (December 31st, 2019)

•

v3.0 by M33 (September 30th, 2020)

A state diagram defining possible states of an issue and appropriate transitions between states has been
implemented in the BRAIN-IoT requirements engineering process. The state diagrams are shown in Figure 5.
When a Requirement is created, it is in the Open status; the WP2 Leader checks the Requirements are written
correctly and provide all the information requested from the BRAIN-IoT Volere Template if the quality of the
Requirement is good, it passes in the Quality Check status. Otherwise, the Requirement must be refined by its
author until it passes the quality check or it is Rejected. Once the Requirement passes the quality check, it takes
Part of Specifications. Only requirements which are Part of Specification will be implemented. Developers start
developing Requirements which are part of the specification, moving them to Under Development status.
When Requirements have been implemented, they move to Implemented status.
Once Requirements have been implemented, they need to be Validated against their Fit Criteria. Requirements
which does not pass the validation tests, come back to Under Development status to fix the issues.

Figure 5 State diagram of Requirement Process

2.4

Unified, Refined and Prioritized Requirements

To ensure relevance and correctness of analyzed requirements, the Brain IoT project is collaborating with
external experts, namely the External Stakeholder Group (ESG):
BRAIN-IoT will engage an External Stakeholder Group (ESG), i.e., a group of external, independent experts of
recognized knowledge in a different kind of background and area of expertise including robotics, CyberPhysical Systems (CPS), critical infrastructure monitoring, privacy, standards, etc. The ESG will be constructed
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properly, representing all domains and market roles relevant to the BRAIN-IoT goals. […] To collect ESG
recommendations and advises, a minimum of three online webinars and two physical meetings will be
organized throughout the project, engaging the ESG members who are more relevant for the specific topic of
the meeting. Early meetings will be focused on requirements, while latter meetings will be exploited to collect
feedback about proposed concepts and generated results. Experts will participate in the ESG free of charge.
Travel costs to allow ESG members to attend physical meetings will be re-funded by ISMB, which have allocated
a dedicated budget under T2.2 activities. A team composed by International Collaborations Manager, the
Project Coordinator, Technical Manager, and the Innovation Manager, chaired by the International
Collaborations Manager, will be jointly involved in handling the relationship with the ESG.
The selected experts will help to refine and prioritize requirements presented in the following sections. Their
help will also be useful in order to collect new requirements, would Brain IoT miss important ones.
The final domains covered by the ESG will include Robotics, Industry 4.0 and Smart cities for reviewing the use
cases, Software engineering, and Modeling in order to tackle the architectural part, Big data, AI, and machine
learning regarding the data processing area, and of course, Security and privacy.
As of this writing, the following domains have identified experts: Smart cities, IoT, CPS, security a privacy, cloud
and edge computing, and software engineering. Experts for the remaining fields will be contacted soon.
A first meeting was planned in December 2018, but we had to cancel it for attending an informal review
meeting in Brussels. Since the reviewers asked us to update the requirements and their links to the architecture,
we have postponed the ESG meeting to give experts the latest version of Brain IoT requirements and
architecture. That is why we now plan to held several teleconferences in June 2019 and early July to introduce
ESG experts to BRAIN-IoT and collect their first remarks. We will then host the first face-to-face meeting with
the ESG working group early in the 4th quarter of 2019.
2.5

Unified, Refined and Prioritized Requirements of USE CASE

Followed by the requirement management approach described in the volere template. The use case
requirements are described through quadruple (ID, TYPE, DESCRIPTION, RATIONALE, MILESTONE).
We extracted the requirements for use case from Gitlab requirements management tool, listed the contents in
the table presented in the following subsections.

2.5.1 Generic Requirements
ID

TYPE

DESCRIPTION

38 Non-functional Each data transmission over a
network should be protected in
terms of integrity and
confidentiality.
39 Non-functional The authentication services
must be able to scale to not be
a Single Point of Failure of the
BRAIN-IoT different platforms.
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58 Non-functional The system shall allow
distributed end-points (things,
edges, servers, clouds, etc.) to
communicate

The BRAIN-IoT architecture should provide BRAIN-IoT
the features to deploy the end-points in
Platform
different places of the scenarios, allowing v1.0
the communication between different
elements.
59 Non-functional
The system shall
The BRAIN-IoT platform shall guarantee
BRAIN-IoT
allow communication between communication between diverse endPlatform
heterogeneous end-points
points, and also the possibility of using
v2.0
(potentially using different
different protocols.
communication protocols).
61 Functional
The system shall allow for
One important feature of the management BRAIN-IoT
visualizing data
platforms is to be able to provide a
Platform
visualization of the data, through web
v1.0
pages or tools.
62 Functional
The system shall allow for
In the infrastructures, there some devices BRAIN-IoT
things monitoring
that must be monitor, because they or
Platform
their data are critical or they are affected v2.0
for security constraints. Due to this, the
system shall be able to provide features of
monitoring those devices.
63 Functional
The system shall issue human In the infrastructures, there are cases
BRAIN-IoT
readable alarms when required where an alarm is needed if some signal is Platform
triggered. The signal also can be triggered v1.0
for a smart behaviour algorithm. (For
instance, in the water management use
case if the spill gates need to be opened
due to the prevision of the dam level.)
65 Functional
The system shall allow to
The BRAIN-IoT platform should provide
BRAIN-IoT
dynamically reconfigure things the possibility of sending new firmware or Platform
configuration to the IoT things that have v2.0
this characteristic.
68 Functional
The system shall allow the end- The BRAIN-IoT shall allow executing
BRAIN-IoT
user to take actions regarding actions on the infrastructures triggered by Platform
raised alarms
an end-user, for instance, when the end- v1.0
user sees an alarm.
69 Functional
The system shall allow to
An IoT Platform may need to use different BRAIN-IoT
dynamically integrate new
algorithms providing smart features.
Platform
smart behaviours
Nowadays, the IoT platforms collect big
v1.0
amounts of data, thus needing
characteristics that allow the usage of
statistics or IA analysis providing added
value to that data.
71 Non-functional The system shall guarantee that The BRAIN-IoT platform shall ensure that BRAIN-IoT
information flow between the the communication is confidential between Platform
different end-points is
end-points connected to the BRAIN-IoT, v3.0
confidential.
for instance, an IoT device that sends
sensible data to an IoT platform.

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version
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72 Non-functional The system shall allow
authenticating things

75 Functional

The system shall provide
logging capabilities for the
authorization
76 Non-functional The system shall allow
managing a large number of
things

77 Functional

78 Non-functional

79 Functional

81 Non-functional

83 Non-functional

84 Non-functional

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

The BRAIN-IoT platform shall use
authentication in order to secure the
communications. The Authentication is the
first step in the AAA process
(Authentication, Authorization and
Accounting).
The BRAIN-IoT platform shall provide
some kind of logging for authorization.

BRAIN-IoT
Platform
v3.0

BRAIN-IoT
Platform
v3.0
BRAIN-IoT
Platform
v3.0

The BRAIN-IoT platform shall be able to
manage a large number of IoT things
through the different Fabric layers.
Nowadays, there is a big quantity of IoT
devices working and collecting data, so the
platforms need to manage them and the
information sent from all those devices.
The system shall allow storing a Nowadays, there is a large quantity of IoT BRAIN-IoT
big quantity of data.
devices, and they collect big amounts of Platform
data, so the BRAIN-IoT platform shall be v3.0
able to manage and store this data where
needed.
The system shall support
The IoT devices working in the network are BRAIN-IoT
various data formats and
very diverse, and they collect data in
Platform
sources
different formats from very different
v1.0
sensors and devices. For this reason, the
BRAIN-IoT platform shall manage the
analysis and exchange of information
independently of the data format.
The system shall allow to
Brain IoT intends to support a large
BRAIN-IoT
process and analyse a big
quantity of IoT devices collecting big
Platform
quantity of data
amounts of data, so the BRAIN-IoT
v3.0
platform shall be able to manage, process,
and analyse this data.
The system shall enable to
In the context of a big quantity of devices, BRAIN-IoT
locate things
the possibility of locating the IoT things in Platform
the different infrastructure by the BRAIN- v3.0
IoT platform, it would facilitate the physical
management of those devices.
The system shall allow to
Due to the locations where the devices are BRAIN-IoT
remotely parametrize things
installed, and the large number of them
Platform
used, BRAIN-IoT should facilitate the task v3.0
of devices managing, allowing the
parametrization of some features of the
IoT things in a remote way.
The system shall allow giving
Things in a previous configuration state
BRAIN-IoT
addresses to things.
shall have known addresses that new
Platform
BRAIN-IoT configuration needs to comply v1.0
with
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85 Non-functional The system shall provide Web
access to an operator

Interaction status with BRAIN-IoT
components related to the operator usage
shall be shown easily, by means of web
access.
86 Non-functional The system shall be resilient to The BRAIN-IoT platform shall be enough
abnormal situations (faults and resilient for ensuring the security and
attacks)
safety of the infrastructures.

BRAIN-IoT
Platform
v2.0
BRAIN-IoT
Platform
v2.0

Table 1 Generic requirements.

2.5.2 Critical Water Infrastructure Management
ID

TYPE

DESCRIPTION

37 Functional

36

35

34

33

RATIONALE

MILESTONE

SICA platform shall be able to It is expected that when SICA needs BRAIN-IoT
operate with an external
to be provided
Platform
module where the code of
with a smart behaviour regarding v1.0
the smart behaviour is
some functionality through the
installed
data, the BRAIN-IoT platform can
provide connectivity with an
element of the platform where the
algorithm/s is installed.
Functional
The Edge Node shall be to
The BRAIN-IoT platform shall
BRAIN-IoT
send a value to the SICA
ensure that an Edge Node can
Platform
platform in order to trigger trigger an action in the water
v1.0
an action in the water
infrastructure through the
infrastructure.
management platform, SICA in this
case. To do that the Edge Node
shall send a
command/ instruction/ value to
SICA.
Functional
A platform connected to an The BRAIN-IoT platform through
BRAIN-IoT
Edge Node shall be able to the edge nodes shall be able to
Platform
transmit a data to SICA
transmit information to the IoT
v1.0
through the Edge Node.
platforms connected to it, in this
case, SICA.
Functional
SICA shall be connected to an The BRAIN-IoT platform shall
BRAIN-IoT
Edge Node through the APIs ensure communication with other Platform
IoT platforms in this case with SICA v1.0
through the APIs.
Non- Functional The system shall guarantee The BRAIN-IoT platform shall send BRAIN-IoT
that control commands are commands to other platforms to
Platform
transmitted to the actuator in trigger actions in the infrastructure. v1.0
a reasonable amount of time These commands shall be
transmitted between elements, for
instance between an edge node
and an actuator in not an
excessive period of time. The
actuator will be placed in the
infrastructure and behind the SICA
platform.

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

USECASE
UCEMA1.02

UCEMA1.02

UCEMA1.01

UCEMA1.01
UCEMA1.02
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32 Non- Functional The system shall guarantee The BRAIN-IoT platform shall send BRAIN-IoT
that
predictions/algorithms to other
Platform
predictions/recommendations platforms to communicate results v3.0
are provided in a reasonable from the
amount of time
smart behaviour algorithms. These
predictions shall be transmitted
between elements, for instance,
between the module where the
algorithm is installed and SICA.
31 Functional
The system shall provide
The smart behaviours of the BRAIN- BRAIN-IoT
recommendations for
IoT platform shall analyze different Platform
controlling the pumping
sets of data and provide a
v3.0
subsystem
recommendation over the
functional process of the
infrastructure, in this case, the
pumping subsystem.
30 Functional
The system shall allow to
The BRAIN-IoT platform shall able BRAIN-IoT
remotely control pumping
to install in a component,
Platform
subsystem
smart behaviours algorithms that v3.0
will enable controlling some
elements of the infrastructure
according to the data of the IoT
platform, in this case, the pumps of
the catchment.
29 Functional
The system shall provide
The smart behaviours of the BRAIN- BRAIN-IoT
accurate predictions that
IoT platform shall analyze different Platform
guide Dam control decision sets of data and provide a
v1.0
prediction over the functional
process of the infrastructure, in this
case, the dam subsystem.
28 Functional
The system shall allow
The BRAIN-IoT platform shall able BRAIN-IoT
controlling Dam doors
to install in a component,
Platform
remotely
smart behaviours algorithms that v1.0
allow controlling some elements of
the infrastructure according to the
data of the IoT platform, in this
case, the spill gates of a dam.
26 Functional
The system shall allow to
The IoT management
BRAIN-IoT
remotely monitor the water platforms have to monitor different Platform
level in the Dam and the
values throughout their
v1.0
intermediate deposits
infrastructure, for this reason, the
BRAIN-IoT platform shall be able to
facilitate, that platforms integrated
with the management platforms
also monitor the values, in this case,
the water level in the Dam and
intermediate deposits.

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

UCEMA1.02

UCEMA1.02

UCEMA1.02

UCEMA1.02

UCEMA1.02

UCEMA1.01
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25 Functional

The system shall allow to
remotely monitor the quality
of water in the different steps
of the water management
process

27 Functional

The system shall allow to
remotely monitor water
pressure in different
locations

The IoT management
BRAIN-IoT
platforms have to monitor different Platform
values throughout their
v3.0
infrastructure, for this reason, the
BRAIN-IoT platform shall be able to
facilitate, that platforms integrated
with the management platforms
also monitor the values, in this case,
the water level in the Dam and
intermediate deposits.
The IoT management
BRAIN-IoT
platforms have to monitor different Platform
values throughout their
v3.0
infrastructure, for this reason, the
BRAIN-IoT platform shall be able to
facilitate, that platforms integrated
with the management platforms
also monitor the values, in this case,
the water pressure in different
pipes.

UCEMA1.01

UCEMA1.01

Table 2 Requirements specific to the Critical Water Infrastructure Management use case

2.5.3 Service Robotics
ID

TYPE

DESCRIPTION

50

Functional

The system shall allow
monitoring robots, items, and
their environment

53

Functional

52

Functional

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

RATIONALE

MILESTONE

Every element
BRAIN-IoT
involved in the
Platform v1.0
process should be
controlled by the
central system.
The system shall enable to
The main purpose BRAIN-IoT
move loads from one point to of the robots is to Platform v1.0
another
move loads to
different places
according to what
the BRAIN-IoT
platform controls.
New commands to the robot
The BRAIN-IoT
BRAIN-IoT
should be managed from the platform should Platform v1.0
operator side and accepted and be the one
performed by the robot.
controlling the
commands of the
robot. These
commands should
be accepted in
short noticed and
performed, if
possible, by the
robot. If for any
reason these

USE-CASE
UC-ROB1.04

UC-ROB1.03

UC-ROB1.01, UCROB-1.02
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51

Functional

57

NonFunctional

56

Nonfunctional

55

Functional

54

NonFunctional

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

commands cannot
be performed, the
platform should
be notified
properly.
The robots must be able to
The operators
BRAIN-IoT
detect obstacles in the
controlling the
Platform v1.0
environment and transmit this system must be
information to the operator
aware of the
accordingly
situation the
surrounds the
robots
The system shall guarantee that Commands shall BRAIN-IoT
notifications to the operator are be transmitted
Platform v3.0
transmitted in a reasonable
between elements
amount of time
and operator in
not an
excessive period
of time.
The system shall guarantee that The BRAIN-IoT
BRAIN-IoT
moving an item to a target
platform shall
Platform v3.0
location is done in a reasonable send commands
amount of time
to other platforms
to trigger actions
in the
robots. These
commands shall
be transmitted
between elements
in not an
excessive period
of time.
The system shall allow the
The BRAIN-IoT
BRAIN-IoT
robots to collaborate with each platform requires Platform v2.0
other in a smart and organized that more than
way
one robot is in the
system. In order
to make this work
properly, the
robots should
collaborate with
each other to
perform some of
the actions.
The system shall enable to
The BRAIN-IoT
BRAIN-IoT
guarantee the item's delivery to platform counts Platform v2.0
the correct store
on the correct
localization and
navigation of the

UC-ROB1.01, UCROB-1.06

UC-ROB1.01, UCROB-1.03

UC-ROB1.01

UC-ROB1.03

UC-ROB1.03
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robots that will
achieve the
position
commanded
inside an
accepted
tolerance that
guarantees the
correct
development of
the different
actions.
Table 3 Requirements specific to the Service Robotics use case.

2.5.4 Large Scale Pilots and other relevant EU projects
Initially, BRAIN-IoT plan to collaborate with three large scale pilots projects: MONICA [8], ACTIVAGE [9], and
IoF2020 [10].

Furthermore, CPSwarm [11] , another EU-funded project, is also in consideration for the

collaboration.
MONICA project will demonstrate how cities can use IoT technologies to manage sound and security at large,
open-air cultural and sporting events taking place in the city. Based on several devices such as smart
wristbands, video cameras, loudspeakers, mobile phones, and smart glasses, MONICA will be able to offer a
portfolio of applications for enhanced city services, which will be demonstrated in six different European cities,
involving thousands of application users.
ACTIVAGE is a European Multi-Centric Large Scale Pilot on Smart Living Environments. The main objective is
to build the first European IoT ecosystem across 9 Deployment Sites (DS) in seven European countries, reusing
and scaling up underlying open and proprietary IoT platforms, technologies and standards, and integrating
new interfaces needed to provide interoperability across these heterogeneous platforms, that will enable the
deployment and operation at large scale of Active & Healthy Ageing IoT based solutions and services,
supporting and extending the independent living of older adults in their living environments, and responding
to real needs of caregivers, service providers and public authorities.
The Internet of Food & Farm 2020 (IoF2020) project explores the potential of IoT-technologies for the European
food and farming industry. It has a goal of making precision farming a reality and to take a vital step towards
a more sustainable food value chain. By using IoT technologies, higher yields, better-quality production,
reduced pesticide, and fertilizer usage, and optimized overall efficiency can be achieved. IoT technologies can
also enable better traceability of food, leading to increased food safety.
The increased CPS adoption has resulted in the maturation of solutions for CPS development, a single
consistent science of system integration for CPS has not yet been consolidated. For this reason, CPS
development remains a complex and error-prone task, often requiring a collection of different tools.
Furthermore, interactions amongst CPSs might lead to new behaviours and emerging properties, often with
unpredictable results. CPSwarm [11] considers these interactions as an advantage, explicitly managing them
since the early design stages. The project addresses this challenge by proposing a new science of system
integration and tools to support the engineering of CPS swarms. The developed tools ease development and
Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version
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integration of complex herds of heterogeneous CPSs that collaborate based on local policies and that exhibit
a collective behaviour capable of solving complex, industrial-driven, real-world problems.
The full description of the four projects can be found in D2.4.
For these four projects, we will use a similar approach to collect the requirements as External Stakeholder
Group. As a plan for collaboration, we will first interact with project stakeholders to know the overview of the
project and set a collaboration plan. Then, some public relevant deliverables can be provided to each other to
have a better knowledge of the project. In the other side, some existing BRAIN-IoT requirements can be
updated and improved from the lesson learned from these large-scale pilot project. BRAIN-IoT is going to use
these projects to have some tools, use-cases, scenario, and so on to test our solution in scenario different from
the ones that we already have.
2.6

Unified, Refined and Prioritized Requirements of BRAIN-IoT platform (LINKS)

Followed by the requirement management approach described in the volere template. We extracted the
requirements for BRAIN-IoT platform requirements from Gitlab requirements management tool, listed the
contents in the table below. Here, requirements are refined and prioritized:
•

Modelling

•

Fabric/Edge/Marketplace

•

Smart Behavior

•

Architecture

•

Security

ID

TYPE

DESCRIPTION

RATIONALE

43 Functional BRAIN-IoT
It is one of the main
BRAIN-IoT
architecture must
goals of BRAIN-IoT to
Platform v2.0
support the
provide full support,
development,
from modeling to
deployment, and
deployment, for AI/ML
management of
advanced features using
Smart Behaviours with the current state of the
advanced AI/ML
art technologies.
features.
A design for an initial
framework to enable
this has been provided,
and it must be refined
and evolved through
AI/ML developments
required to solve some
of the Use Cases of the
scenarios from Water
Infrastructure
Management and
Service Robotics, etc.

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

PRIOR
WP
ITY
AI/ML Nodes
1
WP3

MILESTONE COMPONENT
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21 NonIdentity & rights
To avoid human error,
Functional management should and keep administration
be managed in a
task
central point and
simple, centralization of
provide, through a
the user and right
secure way, user
management is a good
rights to each
practice
component.
11 Functional BRAINThe system behaviors,
IoT modeling tool
including the
shall provide a code smart behaviors, will
generator
be modeled by using
for artifacts generatio the modeling language;
n of
it will be as the input of
the modeled system b the code generator to
ehaviors.
generate
the artifacts and pushed
in the BRAIN-IoT
Repository.
9 Functional BRAINThe MANIFEST will be
IoT modeling tool
described by using
shall provide an OSGi the modeling language,
MANIFEST metadata and this will be the input
generator.
for the modeling tool.
The MANIFEST.MD file
will be generated
automatically through
this generator.
7 Functional BRAIN-IoT shall
This modeling language
provide
should be designed as a
a modeling language framework to provide an
framework which can all-in-one language that
model the data and meets
device capabilities
the modeling needs.
and
system behaviors.
6 Functional BRAINThe system behavior,
IoT modeling languag including
e shall provide the
smart behaviors, such as
capability to model the orchestrations
the system behavior. between different
external IoT platforms
and software systems,
should be modeled and
used to generate
deployable code.
5 Functional BRAINThe MANIFEST is for
IoT modeling languag describing the bundle
e shall provide the
and its dependencies; it
Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

BRAIN-IoT
Platform v2.0

1

WP5

BRAIN-IoT Modelling Tool
Platform v1.0

1

WP3

BRAIN-IoT Modelling Tool
Platform v1.0

1

WP3

BRAIN-IoT Modelling Lang
Platform v1.0
uage

1

WP3

BRAIN-IoT
Platform v1.0

Modelling
Language

1

WP3

BRAIN-IoT
Platform v1.0

Modelling
Language

1

WP3
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capability to describe
OSGi bundle
MANIFEST metadata.
Functional BRAIN-IoT
modeling language
shall provide
structural elements to
describe pre-existing
legacy or third-party
software and
platforms
capabilities.

should be described by
using
the modeling language.
3
BRAIN-IoT adopts
a Component-based
development paradigm
to implement new IoT
applications leveraging
on existing IoT
services. To integrate
and re-use existing
components (i.e., IoT
services exposed by IoT
platforms), the way to
access functionalities
and interpret data need
to be described.
46 Functional Smart Devices and
The BRAIN-IoT fabric
Smart Behaviours
must support very large
must be able to
deployments with
communicate, both thousands of decoupled
locally and remotely, Smart Behaviours
using scalable, type- communicating with
safe events.
tens of thousands of
sensors. The BRAIN-IoT
fabric must, therefore,
be highly scalable, with
lightweight events
exchanged.
45 Functional BRAIN-IoT
It has been agreed that
architecture and
it is needed for BRAINmodelling tools must IoT to keep Keep the
support not only
architecture ambitious
"offline" training of
and open enough as to
ML models but also be able to handle
dynamic and online scenarios where
re-training.
Machine Learning
"models" must be
updated dynamically in
systems put into
production.
44 Functional Develop AI and ML
It was agreed that
Smart Behaviours that BRAIN-IoT must provide
will make use of the support for AI/ML
selected and
features through two
designed two
different integration
methods for
frameworks: a more
packaging them.
generic one using
Explore the involved containers partially
Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

BRAIN-IoT Modelling Lang
Platform v1.0
uage

1

WP3

BRAIN-IoT
Platform v1.0

BRAIN-IoT
Platform

2

WP3,
WP4

BRAIN-IoT
Platform v3.0

BRAIN-IoT
Platform

2

WP3

BRAIN-IoT
Platform v2.0

BRAIN-IoT
Platform

2

WP3
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40 Functional

38 NonFunctional

23 NonFunctional

12 Functional

10 Functional

8

Functional

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

technologies to refine managed as OSGi, and a
the design and gain more optimal one using
better insight.
technologies directly
integrated with OSGi.
Under the same
"Classic" Artificial
generic framework
Intelligence approach
and/or API, using a
and both statisticscommon set of
based Machine Learning
abstractions, BRAIN- and neural networks
IoT will support both must be supported as
agent-based and [ML] Smart Behaviours under
model-based AI
the same generic
methods. Including framework.
supervised learning,
but not unsupervised
learning, and still
not reinforcement
learning.
Each data
Integrity and
transmission over a confidentiality of data
network should be
regarding regulation
protected in terms of and cyber protection of
integrity and
the system are key in
confidentiality.
order to enable trust in
the transmitted data.
Access to the
For security and
application can only traceability purpose, any
be gained through
access to the application
authentication
must be authenticated
according to the
using a recognized
security standards as authentication scheme.
specified in WP5.
BRAIN-IoT shall
The tool should be able
provide the
to ascertain whether the
functionality to verify model implements the
the correctness of the assumptions correctly.
model.
BRAINThis metadata will be
IoT modeling tool
described using
shall provide an AI
the modeling language
algorithm semantic and will be as the input
annotation metadata of this generator to
generator.
generate the semantic
annotation description.
The modeling langua The modeling language
ge should be able to should provide a
describe the semantic structured element to
annotation for AI
describe the semantic
algorithms to make annotation for the AI

BRAIN-IoT AI/ML Nodes
Platform v2.0

2

WP3

BRAIN-IoT
Platform v3.0

2

WP5

BRAIN-IoT
Platform v3.0

2

WP5

2

WP3

BRAIN-IoT Modelling Tool
Platform v2.0

2

WP3

BRAIN-IoT
Platform v1.0

2

WP3

BRAIN-IoT
Platform v2.0

BRAIN-IoT
Platform

Modelling
Language
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49 Functional

48 Functional

47 Functional

42 Functional

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

them searchable from algorithms, which might
the modeling tool.
include the functionality
of the algorithms and
the exposed APIs,
etc. This description will
help with searching the
needed AI algorithm.
BRAIN-IoT Federation A BRAIN-IoT federation
server must connect server can connect to
to members in a
members remotely
secure connection.
using a secure
connection. The
connection must be
encrypted using a
combination of
credentials and SSL
trusted certificates.
BRAIN-IoT Federation A BRAIN-IoT federation
must be able to be
can be formed of one or
created.
more Member
Environments. All the
members must be
monitored in a single
central location using a
federation server. The
members must provide
remote access to be
periodically monitored,
and the connections
must be secure.
Smart Behaviours mus BRAIN-IoT can
t be able to be
dynamically identify
dynamically installed event consumers with
and updated
the capabilities required
to process events as
new event producers are
discovered. The BRAINIoT runtime must,
therefore, support the
dynamic deployment of
Smart Behaviours.
BRAIN-IoT shall
AI/ML components tend
provide specific
to be context specific. It
matchmaking features is
to facilitate
then especially importan
classification and
t not only to describe
search of AI/MLtheir main
based components
characteristics within
IoT-ML but also to have

BRAIN-IoT
Platform v1.0

BRAIN-IoT
Platform

3

WP4

BRAIN-IoT
Platform v1.0

BRAIN-IoT
Platform

3

WP4

BRAIN-IoT
Platform v1.0

BRAIN-IoT
Platform

3

WP3,W
P4

3

WP3

BRAIN-IoT AI/ML Nodes
Platform v2.0
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41 Functional It is a goal to also
handle reinforcement
learning techniques
under the same
core abstractions for
AI/ML methods.

13 Non- Func BRAIN-IoT shall
tional
provide the
functionality to test
the model with some
specifications.
4 Functional BRAIN-IoT modeling
tool shall have a
component library
where IoT application
designers can search
for existing
components and
integrate them into
the design.
39 NonThe authentication
Functional services must be able
to scale to not be a
Single Point of Failure
of the BRAIN-IoT
different platforms.
24 NonRole-based
Functional authorization should
be completed
by sessionbased authorization
22 NonOnly data coming
Functional from properly
registered and
authenticated IoT can
be accepted by
BRAIN-IoT platforms.

features to find a
suitable component for
potential reuse
efficiently.
Reinforcement learning
methods can be difficult
to generalize with the
initial approach
based on distinguishing
between agent-based
and modelbased methods.
This can be done for
performance analysis
against some
predefined
specifications.
The models to access
IoT services API should
not be developed every
time, but they should be
persistent in such a way
designer can quickly reuse them every time the
relevant services are
needed.
As a starting point for
communication, and key
element in the trust
chain, the authentication
service must
be scalable and resilient
to prevent DoS attacks.

BRAIN-IoT AI/ML Nodes
Platform v3.0

3

WP3

BRAIN-IoT
Platform v3.0

3

WP3

BRAIN-IoT Modelling Tool
Platform v3.0

3

WP3

BRAIN-IoT
Platform v3.0

4

WP5

BRAIN-IoT
Platform v3.0

4

WP5

In order
BRAIN-IoT
to enable trustable data Platform v3.0
sources, IoT
communicating with the
BRAIN-IoT platforms
must be authenticated

4

WP5

BRAIN-IoT
Platform

Table 4 Unified, Refined and Prioritized Requirements of BRAIN-IoT platform
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3

From Requirements to Validation

The BRAIN-IoT developments include components, subsystems, and systems that will be gradually and
systematically validated in different environments (in lab, in restricted conditions, and real conditions) against
the requirements, defined in Section 2, in order to determine whether the overall system satisfies the
stakeholder’s needs. This Section briefly describes a verification and validation methodology, a test plan and a
modelling framework, and its associated tools, to perform the BRAIN-IoT system validation.
Figure 6 shows the relationship between the requirements defined in Section 2 and validation and evaluation
activities performed in WP6. A more detailed description of these activities is given in the deliverable D6.2 of
WP6 in charge to validate and evaluate the Brian-IOT system architecture and its related Use cases.

Figure 6 Flow from requirements to validation and evaluation

In the rest of this Section presents the main elements to have a methodology and tools to facilitate and ensure
the right verification and then the validation of the BRAIN-IoT system architecture and related Uses cases:
-

Verification and Validation Methodology:

-

Tools: Description of the tools to be used to facilitate the verification and then the validation of the
different components, subsystems, and system constituting the different Use cases.

3.1

PKIs: The list of PKIs to perform the evaluation.
Nomenclature

In order to avoid misunderstanding between the different teams working in BRAIN-IoT, which come from
different domains and have different backgrounds, the definition of key concepts (verification, validation,
testing, and evaluation) have been given. These definitions will allow having a common understanding
between all project partners.
3.2

Use cases Requirements

The requirements play a key role in this deliverable because they are the references that the components,
subsystems, and system need to satisfy during their validation phase carried out inside this WP6.
The requirements in BRAIN-IoT framework are described, stored, and managed using GitLab tool. The detailed
use case requirements are listed in paragraphs 2.4 to 2.7 here above. The requirements description follows the
Volere Template described in detail in paragraph 2.2 here above.
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3.3

Verification and Validation Methodology

The methodology is focused on the verification and then validation of the overall BRAIN-IoT architecture
(components and subsystems) and its related Use cases based on the functional requirements and expected
KPIs associated with each of them.
The proposed methodology is slightly inspired by the “V-Model”, which is a graphical representation of a series
of steps and procedures for developing complex systems. However, this model has been adapted considering
the Agile methodology adopted for the BRAIN-IoT developments.
The approach considers that during the project duration, the consortium members will progressively develop
and verify different elements (components and subsystems) until the test and validate the different PoCs
(described in D6.2) as well as the proposed Uses Cases.
Figure 7 depicts the Verification and Validation approach proposed. In fact, it consists of a double approach:
A top-down approach where the design and development of the different system elements
(subsystems and components) are identified, developed, and verified.
-

A bottom-up approach where the different system elements are hierarchically integrated and validated
in the real system, starting from the components to the full system integration.

Figure 7 Verification and Validation approaches.

The requirements described in this deliverables will contribute to guide the developments of the different
subsystems and components. The detailed specifications will also define the use cases and the platforms
involved in such developments.
From Figure 7, the WP2, WP3, WP4, and WP5 members will lead the verification phase (top-down approach)
consisting on the system definition and its breaking down in components and subsystems for their
development and verification. The consortium members working in the WP6 will lead the validation phase
(bottom-up approach) consisting of the integration and recomposition of the validated components and
subsystems until the final and whole system validation.
3.4

Verification and Validation Framework

Figure 1, see paragraph 2.1.1 here above, gives an overview of the contributions done by the different WPs as
well as the document issued by each of them. This set of activities and information is called the Validation
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Framework, which will be used to constitute the requirements and specifications and applied during the
Verification and Validation of the overall BRAIN-IoT architecture and its related Use cases.
From this Framework, seven flows are identified providing the following inputs (the details are given in
paragraph 4.4 of D6.2):
-

Inputs extracted from Deliverables.

-

Inputs for the requirements definition.

-

Inputs for the Test Cases/Vectors.

-

Inputs for developments, systems, and requirements.

-

Inputs for the Integration.

-

Inputs for performing the tests.

-

Inputs for the evaluation reports.

3.5

Verification and Validation Plan

In conjunction with the Verification and Validation methodology, a Validation Plan (VP) will be defined and
used to prove that the system matches the requirements and associated specifications. Moreover, a
Traceability Matrix with the list of requirements to be tested will also be defined, in conjunction with a Unit
Verification Plan, in order to have a complete follow up and control/trace of each tested/validated
requirement The goal of the Verification/validation Plan (system acceptance testing) is to validate that the
system fulfills its intended purpose.
In fact, the Validation and Verification plan targets the project and it will be constituted by a set of Test Cases
or Test Vectors covering the requirements/specifications of the different use cases (EMALCSA and Robotnik).
These Test Cases or Test Vectors are defined as a sequence of several steps needed to execute such tests.
These Tests indicate their inputs (including the actions to trigger each step) and their expected outputs. These
steps should be sequentially performed to ensure more exhaustive verification/validation results.
3.6

Modelling Framework of BRAIN-IoT

An important concept proposed in the BRAIN-IoT project is the introduction of a set of modelling tools
allowing the description, verification, and analysis of the different components and subsystems constituting
the BRAIN-IoT architecture.
The main goals of this approach are the following:
-

Provide the ability to graphically represent the smart behaviour model.

-

Describe and verify the functional behavioural of the overall Brain IoT architecture.

-

Describe, analyse, and verify the requirements of the Smart Behavioural components that should be
developed for the BRAIN-IoT Use cases.

-

Generate automatically the code and metadata of the Smart Behavioural components.

-

Monitor deployed components and enable fast prototyping of new behaviours.

-

Reduce the development time, ease integration of interoperable solutions, and improve design quality.
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In order to reach these goals, BRAIN-IoT proposes to design a Modelling Framework in WP3, which depicted
in Figure 9.

Figure 8 BRAIN-IoT Modelling Framework

The Modelling language is used to describe the behaviour, data and device models, and the IoT platforms
service APIs. The Modelling tool allows the graphical description of the models and its transformation into a
rigorous semantic model in order to do some statistical Modelling checking before generating the source Java
code. Then, the Java code will be generated as OSGi bundle, including the OSGi MANIFEST. Finally, the OSGi
bundle will be placed in the artifacts repository.
The Modelling Framework and its associated design flow are based on the integration of Papyrus, sensiNact,
and BIP tools already available in the CEA and UGA laboratories.
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4

Architecture Design

The IoT Reference Architecture consists mainly of views and perspectives. By the aid of our requirementsengineering process (see Section 2.5 and Section 2.6), we identified a reference architecture that contains the
views and perspectives shown in Figure 10.

Figure 9 Detailed view of the IoT reference architecture. Grey boxes: addressed in this deliverable

4.1

BRAIN-IoT Architecture: Functional View
To define the functional view of BRAIN-IoT reference architecture, we rely on the generic reference

model (Figure 10) proposed by ITU-T Y.2060. The reference model provides the highest level of abstraction for
the description of the IoT domain. We first identified the key functional groups such an architecture needs to
provide in order to meet the requirements identified during our requirements-engineering process. The
reference model is composed of four layers: application layer, service support, and application support layer,
network layer, and the device layer. Management and security capabilities are associated with each layer. More
detailed descriptions of these groups components are provided in Table 5.
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Figure 10 Generic IoT reference model

IoT Layer

Services

Application Layer

Service

Support

application

-

Contains IoT applications

-

Generic support capabilities, such as data processing or Data

and

support

storage.
-

Layer

Specific support capabilities: Particular capabilities which cater for
the requirements of diversified applications such as Java
Execution Platform

Network Layer

Focus on providing connectivity for the transport of IoT service
and application specific data information, as well as the transport
of IoT-related control and management information

-

Device Layer

-

Management
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-

-

-

Security

-

Device management, such as remote device activation and
deactivation, diagnostics, firmware and/or software updating,
device working status management;
Traffic and congestion management, such as the detection of
network overflow conditions and the implementation of resource
reservation for time-critical and/or life-critical data flows.
At the application layer: authorization, authentication, application
data confidentiality and integrity protection, privacy protection,
security audit, and anti-virus;
At the network layer: authorization, authentication, use data and
signaling data confidentiality, and signaling integrity protection;
At the device layer: authentication, authorization, device integrity
validation, access control, data confidentiality, and integrity
protection.
Table 5 Generic IoT reference model

The rest of this Section details the above functionality layers and describes their components. First, we start by depicting
the global functional decomposition as a projection of what each industrial partner is providing (see Figure 12), and then
describe the functionality-layer components, starting with the longitudinal functionality groups. Finally, we detail the
transversal functionality groups.

Figure 11 Diagram depicting the functional view of the IoT reference architecture

4.1.1 Components and functionalities of longitudinal functionality layers
Once we identified the functionality layers shaping the high-level functional decomposition of the IoT reference
architecture, we subdivided them into functional components and depicted a more accurate picture of the
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architecture (see Figure 7). In the next step, the functionalities that shall be provided by each layer, i.e., its
functional components, were defined in more detail. The result of our analysis is provided below.
Device Layer
Low-level device discovery and communication is the responsibility of the BRAIN-IoT Edge Node (IoT-A
Resource). For example, in the Robotic Use Case, the Edge Node runtime is integrated into the physical
device via HTTP: e.g., sensiNact HTTP to ROS.

Communication Layer
BRAIN-IoT is a modular architecture – The Applications may determine their own protocols and
transports. The Service Fabric itself leverage OSGi Alliance specifications - OSGi Alliance R7 Remote
Service Admin specification.

IoT Services Layer
IoT Service Functional Group contains required IoT Services as well as functionalities for discovery, lookup, and name resolution of IoT Services. Within a BRAIN-IoT environment, sensiNact Management service
is responsible for Operational management and monitoring of specific devices via the sensiNact Gateway’s
deployed to each BRAIN-IoT Edge Node (i.e., IoT-A Resource). Discovery is provided by the generic service
discovery mechanisms provided by the Service Orchestration layer.
Functionalities
Discovery

Definition
Paremus Service Fabric layer – secure Gossip implementation.
Services and Resource are dynamically discovered by Gossip – but may

Look-up

be registered for management purposes with the Service Fabric’s
Configuration Services.

IoT services resolution

N / A – an Application layer concern – BRAIN-IoT edge node
implementation.

Virtual Entity
The Virtual Entity FGs include functions that relate to interactions on the Virtual Entity within the runtime
environment. Within the context BRAIN-IoT - these virtual entities are dynamically deployed Smart
Behaviours. The Behaviour Management Service (BMS) and Bundle Install Service (BIS) are collectively
responsible for the deployment and management of Smart Behaviours: these services leveraging the
BRAIN-IoT Event-Bus.

Service Orchestration
The Service Orchestration is the communication hub between other Functionality Groups. The Service
Organisation Functional Group is used for composing and orchestrating Services of different levels of
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abstraction. BRAIN-IoT has a pluggable Service architecture that allows synchronous or asynchronous
communication between entities at different levels of abstraction: within VM, across the LAN and WAN,
supporting REST and RPC alternatives. Unique to BRAIN-IoT is the Event-Bus an asynchronous Actor based
service infrastructure allowing asynchronous communication via Typed Messages between Smart
Behaviours. Service discovery is provided by the Fabric’s sure P2P Gossip based mechanisms.

Runtime Application
The Service Fabric is responsible for assembling, configuring and maintaining runtime applications – but
not dictating their internal architecture – or components used.
Modelling Framework
Generates Smart Behaviours (sets of inter-related OSGi Bundle Artefacts). Optionally creates `System`
descriptions: a set of related functional components which are deployed and maintained as a single
distributed entity. Systems are a generic way of managing an aggregate set (two or more) Smart Behaviour.

4.1.2 Components and functionalities of transversal functionality groups

IoT Process Management
The IoT Process Management relates to the conceptual integration of (business) process management
systems with the IoT ARM. The overall aim of this FG is to provide the functional concepts necessary to
conceptually integrate the idiosyncrasies of the IoT world into traditional (business) processes. From a
BRAIN-IoT management perspective, these concerns are address by the Fabric Management and sensiNact
management services: the former providing Operation management & monitoring of application
components in the runtime; the latter managing the IoT Edge Resources.

Management
Management functionality covers this service:
•

It is responsible for the management of the membership and associated information of any
relevant entity (IoT Service, Device, Application, User...etc.) to an IoT system. It is typically
articulated around a database storing information about entities belonging to the system,
including their ownership, capabilities, rules, and rights.

Security (Airbus)
The security functionality regroups multiple services:
•

Authentication Service in order to check users, devices and smart behaviors identity.

•

Message Integrity Service to create a publicly shareable cryptographically integrity token using the
Authentication Service and to check its validity in-band.
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•

Authorization Service to verify users/device/behaviours identity and establish whether or not
requests are legitimate against the rights declared in the Identity Administration Service.

•

Audit service in charge of logging persistently the actions that are taken in the system..

•

Identity Administration Service which is the service used to manage identities and permissions
used by security functionalities

4.2

BRAIN-IoT Architecture: Development View

Taken all the updated requirement into consideration, the partners updated BRAIN-IoT architecture, as shown
in Figure 13.

Figure 12 BRAIN-IoT Development View

BRIAN-IoT is addressing the Federation of the heterogeneous IoT platforms, IoT things, and simulated Things.
The external IoT platforms are the software solutions leveraged as a mediator between the hardware and
application layers. The objectives of such type of software are facilitating the communication, data flow, device
management, and the applications’ functionality. Examples of such software are SICA platform, ROS, and SOFIA.
Instead, the IoT things are non-standard computing devices that connect wirelessly to a network and can
transmit data, such as smart meters. Simulated Things are devices and platforms modelled and then evaluated
in a simulation environment, like for example Stage and Gazebo.
To provide a model-based framework that supports the design, development, and deployment of smart
behaviors in a secure and user-friendly infrastructure, the BRAIN-IoT architecture has been updated from the
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version described in D2.2 and currently is composed mainly by three macro-blocks: the BRAIN-IoT Modeling
Framework, the Marketplace and the Federation of BRAIN-IoT Fabrics.
The user interface of the BRAIN-IoT solution is the BRAIN-IoT UI, which includes the Modeling Tool, i.e.,
Papyrus and the Security & Privacy Awareness and Control GUI, developed by the BRAIN-IoT Consortium.
The IoT system developer can use Modeling Tool to design in a graphic way both the models of the smart
behaviors and to produce the system descriptions that describe the topology of a system (see D4.1 for the
definition of System Description). The models are designed leveraging the IoT-ML Modeling Language
provided by BRAIN-IoT, then they can be stored in a modeling library (in case of System Description, they have
to be converted before in the
right XML format) and uploaded in the Marketplace, to allow reusing them in the future if needed. The BRAINIoT Modelling Framework is also used to automatically generate the artifacts needed to deploy the smartbehaviours. The BRAIN-IoT solution is based on the use of OSGi artifacts, for this reason, the Code Generator,
developed by BRAIN-IoT, is used to generate both the Java code and the Manifest file containing some
metadata of the software. To allow this, the Modelling Tool converts the IoT-ML model in a model described
through the Behavior, Interaction, and Priority (BIP) language and in the corresponding manifest file. Then
model and manifest are passed to the Code Generator, which automatically generates the OSGi artifacts. The
OSGi bundles generated in this way, are stored in the BRAIN-IoT Marketplace.
The Marketplace provided by BRAIN-IoT is composed by two repositories: the Public/Private Modeling
Library, which stores the IoT-ML models that can be reused by the IoT system developer and System
Description that can be used for static service deployment and the Public/Private Artifacts Repository, which
stores the OSGi artifacts generated from the Code Generator. The Marketplace provides a Marketplace UI,
which provides to IoT service provider to search and download the IoT platform models, but also to directly
upload on the Marketplace artifacts developed without using the BRAIN-IoT solution (but that need to be
packaged as OSGI bundles).
Finally, the BRAIN-IoT Fabric, based on the Paremus Service Fabric, provides a distributed runtime
infrastructure for the dynamic smart behavior deployment. The BRAIN-IoT architecture includes a set of
distributed BRAIN-IoT Fabrics, federated to each other. The BRAIN-IoT Federation is envisaged to be a
population of BRAIN-IoT Fabrics, potentially geographically distributed with respect to each other. Each BRAINIoT Fabric hosts a Federation Agent, developed by BRAIN-IoT, which advertises information of interest to
other parties within the Federation and, at the same time, uses standard OSGi Remote Service and Discovery
mechanisms to enable the visibility to other remote Fabrics. A Fabric is composed of one or more BRAIN-IoT
Nodes, which are OSGi Alliance R7 compliant OSGi frameworks, with several additional local services. The
BRAIN-IoT Edge Nodes are Nodes, which provide the connectivity for the behavior artifacts to communicate
with external IoT platforms/IoT Things. To deploy the Nodes in the Fabrics, the IoT System Operator uses the
Fabric Operational UI downloading from the Marketplace the System Description that installs the needed
bundles, e.g. the sensinAct gateways for BRAIN-IoT Edge Nodes and the Fabric services, i.e., Behavior
Installation Service (BIS), Behavior Management Service (BMS) and the Distributed Event Bus. The behavior
artifacts stored in the Marketplace will be dynamically deployed, triggered by the unpredictable environmental
change events, using the Requirements/Capability mechanism provided by OSGi. Each event contains the
capabilities that the smart behavior needs to provide to handle it, all the Smart Behavior registers on the
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Distributed Event Bus their capabilities, so when an event is sent on the Distributed Event Bus, it checks if there
are Smart Behaviors able to handle it, if there are, the events are forwarded to them, otherwise the event is
forwarded to the BMS, which checks on the Marketplace the Smart Behaviors that provide the capabilities
required by the event. If the BMS finds some behaviors, it chooses in which nodes they must be deployed
(based on the requirements of the behavior) and instructs the BIS of the corresponding nodes to download
the artifact. This allows deploying Smart Behaviors automatically at runtime, without user interaction.
Besides these three main macro components, there are also other two tools for the security and privacy
assessment. Specifically, the Security and Privacy Risks Assessment and Control Measures Tool provides
an approach that facilitates the adoption of privacy control policies in decentralised environments building
upon goals set by current EU General Data Protection Regulation regulations (GDPR). This approach can be
performed in the context of two components, IoT devices and IoT systems for any use cases. The proposed
approach is based on the following four components: (i) Context: Define and describe the context of the IoT
system under consideration. (ii) Security and privacy principles: Analyze the controls guaranteeing compliance
with the GDPR fundamental principles considering the proportionality and necessity of processing and the
protection of data subjects rights. (iii) Security and privacy threats: Identify the threats associated with data
privacy and ensure they are properly treated. (iv) Compliance estimation: Analyze the overall security and
privacy safeguarding requirements related to the processing of information assets in a setting. The security
and privacy assessment will go to the Attack-Defense Strategies Exploration Tool. This tool explores threats
from security and privacy risks assessment that allows synthesizing defense configurations making
sophisticated attacks harder to achieve. Concretely, in this approach, resources (e.g., the cost) required by an
attack to be the hardness criterion. The rational is that since a sophisticated attack tried to optimize the cost
with respect to the probability of success, defense actions that increase this cost are expected to prevent those
attack strategies from being achieved with high probability. Relevant defense configurations are hence those
involving enough set of defenses with the highest impact on the attack cost [12]. If there are some security
issues detected, the information of the security issue and the defense configuration will be displayed in the
Security & Privacy Awareness and Control GUI.
To provide security and privacy protection to the user of the BRAIN-IoT platform, its architecture includes an
end-to-end security service. A Distributed Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) server will
provide Identity Administration Service, Authentication Backend, Authorization Backend and Auditing
Backend. The Authentication Service is used by the users, devices and Smart Behaviors to establish their
identities authenticating themselves using the Authentication Backend. This action may be performed on
behalf of the device or Smart Behaviour, based on the configuration of the BRAIN-IoT node. To avoid having
a single point of failure, the Authentication Service must be replicated, but it is not necessarily required to have
an Authentication Service present on every node. It is highly desirable that once authenticated by one
Authentication Service, the device/Smart Behaviour does not have to re-authenticate with another service, but
it can instead reuse the same authentication token, behave as Single-Sign-On (SSO) service. This will help to
significantly simplify the security service. Also, the Authentication Service will be used to authenticate
operators and administrators of the BRAIN-IoT fabric. The Authentication Service must, therefore, have a
suitable API that can be used to perform this authentication. The Modeling Framework can coordinate with the
Identity Administration Service to determine which available runtime privileges the smart behavior should have.
The Identity Administration Service will be provided by the Distributed AAA server; it allows to manage user
and devices rights and permissions, declare and configure Smart Behaviors. It is the process by which new
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identifies are added to the Authentication Service and then associate with permissions in the Authorization
Service. The Authorization Service is responsible for determining the permissions for a given authenticated
ID. It will use the security token to verify users/devices/behaviours identities and establish whether the request
is legitimate. This service may be used, for example, to 1) Establish whether a Smart Behaviour is allowed
receiving a given data event produced by the named ID. 2) Establish whether a device or Smart Behaviour is
allowed for generating a specific data event. 3) Establish whether the incoming event is allowed triggering the
named action on a device. Authorization is performed on each node before events are provided to application
code or devices. To achieve sensible performance, it is expected that permissions will be cached locally and
that the Authorization Service Backend will push out invalidation notifications to each node when permissions
change. To achieve this, the authorization engine/cache must be implemented as a Java / OSGi bundle and will
be an integral part of each BRAIN-IoT node. The Message Integrity Service is to guarantee the message is
not changed during the transformation in the Fabric. It provides two key functions: 1) The creation of publicly
shareable cryptographically integrity tokens providing the name of the user/device/behaviour and a digest for
the associated information. 2) A means of verifying the integrity of an event using the shared token. This service
needs to be embedded in each BRAIN-IoT node, or at least distributed across a number of nodes. Finally, the
Auditing Service is used to persistently log the actions that are taken with associated the identity of who has
done that action, this is possible because each persisted event, includes a security token generated from the
data contained with the event. There is one auditing service in each Fabric, which communicates with the
Auditing Backend to collect and persist in the AAA server all the System’s logs.

The detailed information for each component can be found by following the table below:

Component Name

Reference Deliverable
D3.1 – Initial data and capabilities models
for cross-platform interoperability

Modeling Framework: Modeling Language
D3.5 - Final data and capabilities models
for cross-platform interoperability
Modeling Framework:
Modeling Tool, Code Generator

D3.4 - Initial Tools for dependable Smart
Behaviour
D3.8 - Final Tools for dependable Smart
Behaviour
D4.3 – Initial BRAIN-IoT Marketplace
Business Dynamics

Marketplace

D4.6 – BRAIN-IoT Marketplace enablers
D4.7 – Initial BRAIN-IoT Marketplace
Business Dynamics
D4.1 - Initial discovery, search,
composition and orchestration enablers

Fabric
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D3.3 – Initial Enablers for dynamic
distribution of IoT behavior
D4.2 – Initial BRAIN-IoT Deployment and
operation enablers
D3.7 – Final Enablers for dynamic
distribution of IoT behavior
D4.4 - Final discovery, search,
composition and orchestration enablers
D4.5 - Final BRAIN-IoT Deployment and
operation enablers
D5.3 – Initial enablers for Privacy
awareness and control

Security & Privacy Risk Assessment and
D5.4 – Updated Threat modeling and
Control Measures Tool
Security assessment of target scenarios,
solutions.
Attack-Defense Strategies Exploration Tool

4.3

D5.7 – Final enablers for Privacy
awareness and control

BRAIN-IoT Architecture: Deployment View

The Deployment Viewpoint describes:
•

the environment into which the BRAIN-IoT Fabric will be deployed and

•

the dependencies that the BRAIN-IoT Fabric has on elements of the environment.

With respect to a BRAIN-IoT Service Fabric deployment.
Runtime Platform
Each BRAIN-IoT Fabric (Service Fabric) node (a.k.a. a `Fiber`) requires a runtime host with a minimum
configuration of 1GB of memory and a 1Ghz processor. This compute resource may be physical or a virtual
machine. Applications being deployed to the BRAIN-IoT Fabric will have their own resource requirements which
should be counted in addition to this baseline.
Third-Party Software Requirements
A Service Fabric fiber requires Java 1.8 JVM: OpenJDK, Oracle, or OpenJ9 are all supported. A Linux operating
system is required.
If support for `containerized applications` is required, then each BRAIN-IoT node must run a Docker Demon.
Technology Compatibility / Dependencies
The BRAIN-IoT Fabric (Service Fabric) manages its internal dependencies and has no dependencies on external
software services. Systems deployed to a Fabric may have dependencies on the environment. Following the
OSGi Alliance Requirments / Capabilities model – a System’s environmental dependencies are expressed via
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‘Requirement’ statements, which must be matched by one or more Fibre/s which have the corresponding
‘Capabilities’.
Network Requirements
It is assumed that BRAIN-IoT nodes have 1Gbit/s Ethernet connections and their Operating Systems support
IPv4 network stacks. The network topology between the nodes may be layer II or layer III. It is assumed that all
nodes participating in the same BRAIN-IoT Fabric are NOT partitioned by a network firewalls.
Physical Constraints
A Service Fabric may be deployed on-premises or to a 3rd-Party Cloud. A Service Fabric SHOULD NOT span
physical boundaries: e.g., while technically feasible, a Service Fabric should not span two geographically
separated datacentres, or two Cloud provider regions.
The BRAIN-IoT runtime architecture consists of the following four structural layers:
Physical Layer [1]: A set of physical computing resources within the physical environment to be managed
(e.g., Linux Servers and ROS Robots) is selected to run BRAIN-IoT nodes. A BRAIN-IoT Fabric may be a set of
one or more physical resources; the more resources available, the more robust the BRAIN-IoT runtime
becomes. Physical resources may be introduced into, or removed from, the environment at any point. To
participate as a BRAIN-IoT node, the compute resource must be capable of running a Java JVM & OSGi
framework.

Fabric Layer [2]: To create a Service Fabric, a set of OSGi™ / Java agents are installed upon the physical layer.
BRAIN-IoT nodes are responsible for negotiation, installing/assembling, managing, and monitoring software
artefacts. The artefact may be `native` – meaning highly modular OSGi assemblies, or opaque Container Image
artefacts. If the latter, then the BRAIN-IoT node via – `packager` (see D4.1) – installs the container image in a
local container and configures the application. The application may a Microservice, or not, and written in any
language.
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This population of BRAIN-IoT nodes is collectively responsible for maintaining Fabric full services. It is
important to note that the environment is self-contained; there are no management services external to the
population of nodes and all management services are relocatable across this population.

Service Fabric infrastructure services common to all Service Fabric environments include:
•

Service & Resource discovery: Peer-to-peer based on a secure gossip protocol

•

Topology Manager: responsible for the management service visibility/boundaries.

•

Consensus Service: A ZooKeeper based Consensus service. Note that multiple consensus services –
aligned to different applications – may be supported upon each Fabric.

•

A BLOB store for caching artefacts, thereby ensuring the runtime remains de-coupled from the external
environment.

•

System Manager services that are responsible for maintaining the `target` state of deployed `Systems`:
a System being a composite application: see below.

•

A Fabric Management service that interacts with these infrastructure services and implements
Management layer Authentication and Authorization.

•

I have developed for BRAIN-IoT a Federation agent that asynchronous reports Service Fabric status to
an external Federation Manager.
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Further details of Service Fabric infrastructure are provided in D4.1.
Systems [3]: A System is a distributed entity composed of a set of inter-related software components (i.e.
`System Parts`): see D4.1. One or more Systems may be deployed to a Service Fabric.
All BRAIN-IoT Systems include the following mandatory BRAIN-IoT infrastructure software components:
•

A `Bundle Installer Service` (a.k.a BIS) installed to each participating BRAIN-IoT node. This component
is responsible for dynamically deploying a specified Smart Behaviour to its local environment.

•

A `Behaviour Management Service` (a.k.a BMS). In response to an Operator Command or an
Environmental Trigger (see section 3.2), the BMS component is responsible for selecting the most
appropriate Smart Behaviour from the Marketplace, selecting the most appropriate BRAIN-IoT node/s,
then instructing that node’s BIS to install or update the selected Smart Behaviour. The BMS and BIS
services communicate via an asynchronous events substrate.

•

The EventBus substrate that allows asynchronous events to be exchanged between the software
components within the same System.
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In addition to these mandatory BRAIN-IoT infrastructure services, each System may include optional System
Parts for functional components that are known in advance to be needed in the target environment: e.g.,
environments that are known to require sensiNact or W3C/WoT capabilities.
Note that System Parts may be co-located upon that BRAIN-IoT fibre/node. Whether this is appropriate is
dependent upon the specifics of each Use Case.
Smart Behaviours [4]: In response to environmental triggers, each BRAIN-IoT System is capable of dynamically
deploying sets of inter-related Smart Behaviours.

BRAIN-IoT Smart Behaviours communicate with each other via asynchronous events. A behaviour issues an
event which is routed to local or remote endpoints that have registered interest in events of that type: i.e.,
other Smart Behaviours. If an event cannot be forwarded, because there is no third party that has a registered
interest, then the event is consumed by the Behaviour Management Service (a.k.a. BMS). The BMS searches
the nominated BRAIN-IoT repository for an appropriate Smart Behaviour, and if a candidate is found the BMS
instructs a selected Bundle Installer Service (BIS) (local or remote) to install the selected Smart Behaviour. As
explained in the previous section, BIS and BMS are mandatory components of a BRAIN-IoT system and
deployed the BRAIN-IoT nodes as part of a System deployment.
The BMS and BIS themselves interact via asynchronous events:
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•

To Install/Update a Smart Behaviour the BMS issues an `Install`/`Update` event to the selected BIS.

•

To remove a Smart Behaviour, the BMS sends a “Remove” event to the selected BIS

•

To reset a BIS, the BMS sends a `Reset` event.

•

The BMS may query the BIS for the set of currently installed Smart Behaviours using a “Status” event.
This is useful for monitoring and producing a list of in-use behaviours.

Other than the requirement to communicate via asynchronous events via a simple API, Smart Behaviours are
completely de-coupled from the underlying Fabric runtime.
As `Packager` can be used to package and release non-Java, non-OSGi software components as OSGi bundle
/ JAR artefacts (see D4.1); this approach is generic, requiring only the use of OSGi bundle metadata.
Architectural Assumptions
The proposed approach is based on the following assumptions:
1.

Smart Behaviours communicate via asynchronous events. The BRAIN-IoT event message structure is
defined by the OSGi DTO specification.

2.

Smart Behaviours should be idempotent and have a retry if the desired response is not received within
a configurable timeframe: Smart Behaviour configuration ideally enabled via OSGi ConfigAdmin.

3.

To allow substitution of Implementation and so Evolvability, Smart Behaviours must not reference each
other via artefact name. Rather Smart Behaviours, they must reference each other via the Capabilities
they require: see [3]. Therefore, events issued by a `source` Smart Behaviour must include sufficient
information to identify the necessary Capabilities that must be possessed by a potential suitable `sink`
Smart Behaviour.

4.

Smart Behaviours are released from the modelling environment into an OBR repository as OSGi
Bundles; each with appropriate Capabilities metadata i.e.

Provide-Capability: eu.BRAIN-IoT.behaviour;consumed:List<String>="DoorRequest"
5.

The BRAIN-IoT modelling environment will ensure consistency between the information in events
issued and consumed by Smart Behaviours and the OSGi Bundle metadata Capabilities that describes
those Smart Behaviours.

6.

It is the responsibility of the BRAIN-IoT Fabric to process events. Processing may mean:
•

Deliver to a suitable Smart Behaviour recipient already running in the environment.

•

Or via BMS & BIS, causing the deployment of a suitable recipient with the required Capabilities.

•

Via the BMS & BIS dealing with failure scenarios.

•

Providing the Audit facilities required by D5.2

In addition to these hard constraints, for ease of implementation, it is recommended that Smart Behaviours are
implemented as OSGi Declarative Services [4]; though alternatives can be supported.
Further details on Layers 2, 3 & 4 are provided in D4.1 & D3.3, respectively.
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4.4

Security Perspective

This section describes the security perspective of the reference architecture. It is divided into two parts dealing
with security at the communication level and within the infrastructure services, respectively. So components
related to communication security will be presented, as well as interactions between all security components.

4.4.1 Communication Security
State-of-the-art communication security solutions are mainly based on TLS or DTLS protocols. Combined with
the use of certificates (PKI), those protocols perfectly fit the constraints of web-based communication with high
bandwidth and high power computation. Indeed, the use of certificates (and asymmetric cryptography) limits
the need to share secrets to establish an end-to-end secure channel.
To overcome those limitations, LPWAN providers added a dedicated security layer in order to protect the
transmitted data. Therefore, such solutions result in data security being closely linked to the network protocol.
As a result, no end-to-end protection can be applied to the data. In the picture below, any successful
cyberattack on the IoT management HUB will lead to a leak or corruption of clear text data.
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Figure 13 Examples of cyberattacks on an IoT management architecture without end-to-end protection

To overcome the current state-of-the-art limitation for BRAIN-IoT, an applicative end-to-end security layer is
proposed for low powered devices which mean that intermediary equipment which use a different protocol
will no longer have access to the clear text data. This enhances the “need-to-know” principle, even for very
constraints devices.
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Figure 14 IoT Management architecture including an end-to-end security layer

4.4.2

Infrastructure services for enabling security and privacy

The following security components are required within a BRAIN-IoT environment.
•

Authentication Service

•

Message Integrity Service

•

Authorization Service

•

Identity Administration Service

•

Audit service
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Figure 15 Interactions between users/devices and security components

4.4.2.1

The Authentication Service
To avoid having a single point of failure, the Authentication service must be replicated, but it is not
necessarily required to have an Authentication Service present on every node. Authentication Service
instances are discovered through the OSGi service registry, although the backend Authentication
Service may be deployed as a separate process.

4.4.2.2

The Message Integrity Service
The Message Integrity Service provides two key functions:
1. The creation of publicly shareable cryptographically integrity tokens providing the name of the
user/device/behavior and a digest for the associated profiles information.
2. A means of verifying the integrity of an event using the shared token.
The creation of the integrity token is an additional endpoint of the Authentication Service and will be
deployed in the same way.
For the verification, a new Message Token verification service implemented in OSGi / Java is required;
as this may need to be embedded in each participating BRAIN-IoT node.
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4.4.2.3

The Authorization Service
The Authorization Service is responsible for determining permissions for a given authenticated id.
It will use the security token to verify users/devices/behaviors’ identity and establish whether or not the
request is legitimate.
This may be used, for example, to:
•

Establish whether a Smart Behavior is permitted to receive a given data event produced by
the named id

•

Establish whether a device or Smart Behavior is permitted to generate a specific data event

•

Establish whether the incoming event is permitted to trigger the named action on a device.

The authorisation is performed on each node before events are provided to application code or devices.
In order to optimize performance, it is expected that permissions will be cached locally and that the
Authorization Service Backend will push out invalidation notifications to each node when permissions
change. To achieve this, the authorization engine/cache must be implemented as a Java / OSGi bundle
and will be an integral part of each BRAIN-IoT node.

4.4.2.4

The Identity Administration Service
Identity administration is the process by which new identities are added to the Authentication Service
and then associated with permissions in the Authorization Service.
Identity Administration is typically an out of band process performed by an operator when adding new
users or devices. However, some BRAIN-IoT scenarios require Smart Behaviors to be dynamically
deployed in response to environmental triggers from the BRAIN-IoT environment.
It is not necessarily required to have an Identity Administration Service presents on every node
It is proposed that Smart Behavior should acquire an identity derived from its runtime host. In this way
permissions can be configured both:

4.4.2.5

•

with respect to the host’s node (and therefore apply to all behaviors on the node),

•

if also required for individual Smart Behaviors.

The auditing service
As each persisted event include a security token generated using an identifier, it is possible to associate
all events with the user, device or Smart Behavior that create them, and for the system to persistently
log the actions that are taken.
Moreover, via this mechanism, it is possible to determine that the requested action or transmitted data
has not been modified, nor its archived representation.
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5

Conclusions

In this deliverable we presented the architectural reference for the BRAIN-IoT and a methodology for
requirement management. The VOLERE approach is used for managing the BRAIN-IoT platform’s and usecases’ requirements. Additionally, the reference architecture highlights the technology capabilities by providing
a summary of the derived views and perspective and provides details on the functional, development and
deployment view and also the security perspective. This architecture will serve as guiding reference model for
the instantiation of IoT-based solutions at the different use cases in WP6.
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Acronyms
Acronym
BIP

Explanation
Behaviour Interaction Priority

ITU-T

International Telecommunication Union -Telecommunication

IoT

Internet of Things

ARM

Architecture Reference Model

OSGi

Open Services Gateway initiative

JVM

Java Virtual Machine

ROS

Robot Operating System

JAR

Java ARchive

DTO

Data Transfer Object

WoT

Web of Things

API

Application Programming Interface

GDPR

General Data Protection Regulations

SICA

Integral System of Water Cycle

HW

Hardware

REST

Representational state transfer

RD

Research and Development

CPS

Cyber Physical System

ESG

External Stakeholder Group
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